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(714)635-9264

 Being able to remove water as fast as possible 
is always an immediate concern when it comes to flood 
and water damaged sites. You need to be able to get the 
surfaces exposed to air and start cleaning and drying 
them as soon as possible. With the Auto Pump-Out 
from PowerPlus, you can remove a baseline amount 
of 1600 gallons per hour with an optional larger unit of 
6000 gallons per hour for those really large disasters. 
As you are able to more quick to respond to flooding, 
mud slides, chemical spills, and the like, the better your 
results will be and the worry of continued exposure to 
contaminants will be much less.

  The environment is important to everyone as is 
the need to keep contaminates out of our drinking water 
and soil. The Auto Pump-Out has built in filters that meet  
US city standards that regulate waste dumping. This 
means that you are getting clean water out of this sys-
tem when you use it! This pump is fantastic from small to 
large disasters that can occur. 

  The auto pump-out is a great first line defense 
against contaminates getting back into water supplies 
and soil. And it is the perfect counter part to our larger 
D.C.U. Filters which can give you drinking water out of 
nuclear contaminated water. Pairing the two will extend 
the longevity of your D.C.U. Filters as a pre-filter.

In a word, Explanation: The Auto Pump-Out connects in line with your 
vacuum hose. The 1,600 - 6,000 gallon per hour pump pulls waste wa-
ter through the stainless steel filter and pushes it out the filtered water 
output valve. The Auto-Pump disposes almost all of the waste water 
before it enters the waste tank enabling you to work all day without 
stopping to drain your tank.

Your One-Stop Source for every professional cleaning need.
For more information or to order your Auto Pump-Out today, 
call PowerPlus at (714) 635-9264
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How does the Auto Pump-Out work?
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